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Mr. Peter Stauble, heir to the Al Stauble estate. Mr. Stauble is enquiring if the CC would be
alf of the Town parcel B-4-2 (274 acres on Abbott Hill Rd.) as conservation land for $600,000
ed value). However, it’s not clear if probate must be complete first, and Kathy Wilde says
gardless, we discussed various potential sources of funding, including the N.H. ARM fund.
und they will be distributing money in 2019 and are willing to meet with us. Another option:
round) Trust Fund. It also might be worth contacting SPNHF to see if they might be

Bob D. will contact Bryan Hotz at SPNHF.

HIP to Craig Fifield regarding proposed changes to the easement on the Fifield Tree Farm.
rmation before they can make a decision about the proposed changes. Liz will write up a

ing our thoughts.

nding land gifts, Bob D., Barbara, and Rosanna attended the most recent Forestry
vice on how to proceed. We agreed to help them get started by writing some letters (to
ey) to kick off the required appraisals, title searches, and deed preparations for both
tact point for this work, and keep the Forestry Committee informed.

f starting a project to collect and preserve some of the expert knowledge embodied in our
to start a series of conversations with members to collect useful knowledge for future new

Liz will follow up with Ridge Mauk (N.H. Alteration of Terrain Program) to see if anything’s
l proof-of-water-quality violation. Haven’t heard anything since an e-mail last month.

ming to Mason for a public program on Wed. 1/23 @ 7 PM as part of their 50th anniversary

7:00 pm to 8:50 pm


